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Dear friends of the Ruaha Carnivore Project,

The last few months have been very busy for the Ruaha Carnivore Project. Although
tiring for the whole team, it is always welcome as it means that our work is
continuing to expand. One of the most exciting developments has been introducing
the Barabaig community (a pastoralist tribe in the local area) to the Lion Guardian
programme, with the help of Panthera and the original Lion Guardians team in
Kenya. Lion Guardians have been very successful at helping the Maasai in Kenya
see benefits from living with lions as opposed to killing them. The Barabaig have
been responsible for many lion deaths around Ruaha, and getting them behind the
idea took a great deal of time and effort on all sides, culminating in a trip up to
Kenya so that the Barabaig could see the Lion Guardian programme in action.
Despite the usual issues associated with fieldwork and trying to plan anything in
Africa – first drought and then flooding! – the trip was extremely successful, and
the Barabaig voted to begin the programme. This is an especially exciting time for
us, and we have already seen a decline in lion hunting, which is wonderful news.

Lots of other things have been happening as well: the Kitisi village healthcare clinic
has been fully equipped, so that people are seeing real benefits from carnivore
presence on village land; and our conflict mitigation, community outreach, benefit
initiatives, and ecological monitoring have all been continuing and expanding. The
field camp is increasingly comfortable and a lovely place to stay – the only issue
being that lots of snakes seem to agree with us! – and the whole team is working
extremely hard, especially now that Msafiri is away on his postgraduate course at
Oxford University.

You can read more about what we are doing below and also find out more on our
website www.ruahacarnivoreproject.com or on Facebook. None of our work would
be possible without all of our supporters, so huge thanks from the entire team for
everything you are doing. We hope that you enjoy the report!

Best wishes, the RCP team

Dr. Amy Dickman, director; Dr. Maurus Msuha, scientific collaborator; Monty
Kalyahe, senior research assistant; Ayubu Msago, community liaison; Msafiri
Mgumba, research assistant; and Meshack Saigulu, research assistant.
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ABOUT THE RUAHA LANDSCAPE AND THE RUAHA CARNIVORE PROJECT

Tanzania’s Ruaha landscape, which includes the Ruaha National Park and neighbouring

Wildlife Management Areas, Game Reserves and village lands, is one of the most important

places in the world for large carnivores. The area holds about 10% of the world’s remaining

lions, one of only four cheetah populations in East Africa numbering 200 individuals or

more, the third largest population of endangered African wild dogs in the world, and

globally important populations of leopards and spotted hyaenas. However, despite its

significance, very little scientific research has been conducted on Ruaha’s carnivores,

hindering the development of effective conservation plans. Furthermore, there is intense

human-carnivore conflict in this area, which is a major conservation issue. This conflict – in

which carnivores pose a threat to people or their stock, and people respond by killing

carnivores – causes severe problems for both villagers and carnivores, so helping to reduce

it is a top priority for the project.

Tanzania’s Ruaha landscape is globally important for large carnivores such as lions, but they are

often threatened by issues such as conflict with local people.

The Ruaha Carnivore Project, which was established in 2009, is part of the Wildlife

Conservation Research Unit (WildCRU) within Oxford University’s Zoology Department. It

works in partnership with Tanzanian organisations, such as the Tanzanian Wildlife Research

Institute (TAWIRI) and National Parks to achieve the following:

(i) Provide baseline information on large carnivore distribution, relative abundance and

ecology across the Ruaha landscape, including both protected and unprotected land; and

(ii) Reduce the costs and improve the benefits associated with living alongside carnivores for

local people, thereby reducing human-carnivore conflict in this critically important area.
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GENERAL NEWS

Lion Guardians get the go-ahead in Ruaha

It bears repeating that the Barabaig in the Ruaha area have agreed to participate in the Lion

Guardians programme, which has had great success in Kenya with Maasai communities. As

Lion Guardians, young warriors put down their spears and take up GPS units and other

monitoring equipment to help protect lions in human-dominated areas. The warriors collect

data on lions, warn local people of their presence around grazing areas, work with villagers

to improve their livestock enclosures, help find lost livestock to prevent predation occurring,

and work with other warriors in the community to prevent lion hunts.

The Barabaig tribe are similar to the Maasai in that they kill lions on traditional hunts as well

as in retaliation for livestock loss. They are a reclusive group who typically do not mix with

outsiders, so earning their trust has been a long process for RCP staff. However, we have

increasingly been accepted by the Barabaig in the Ruaha area, who decided that they would

send representatives to Kenya to learn about the Lion Guardians programme. After

returning from Kenya, the Barabaig representatives explained the programme to the rest of

the community and collectively decided to engage in a Lion Guardians programme in Ruaha.

This is a momentous decision, as the Barabaig account for a large proportion of the reported

lion killings in the Ruaha landscape. RCP is very excited about working with everyone

concerned – including Lion Guardians in Kenya, Panthera and the Barabaig community - to

develop this programme in the Ruaha landscape.

A Kenyan Lion Guardian shows a Barabaig warrior how they track lions

using radio-telemetry equipment
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Confirmation of striped hyaena in Ruaha

The Ruaha area is included in the range of the striped hyaena, but people have debated

whether the species truly exists this far south, or whether reported sightings are actually

those of aardwolves, which are similar but much smaller. Recently, an image from an RCP

camera-trap showed what appeared to be a striped hyaena, and TAWIRI agreed, saying it

was the first confirmed sighting of a striped hyaena in this area. Only about 10,000 striped

hyaenas exist today, and the species is considered ‘near threatened’ by the IUCN. These

kinds of sightings help highlight the importance of Ruaha for a wide diversity of carnivores

and will hopefully help generate more research and conservation attention.

A striped hyaena (left) caught on the same camera-trap as the very similar-looking aardwolf (right).

The larger size and black throat patch confirmed that it was a striped hyaena, and proved its

occurrence in this area.

New ‘Simba Scholarships’ initiative launched

When asked by RCP what they would like to see as a result of carnivore presence on village

land, local people listed healthcare, education and veterinary medicines as top priorities. As

part of the education benefits, RCP will begin awarding ‘Simba Scholarships’, competitive

scholarships that enable children from pastoralist families to attend and complete

secondary school, usually an expense these families cannot afford. A full four-year

scholarship for one child costs US$ 1500, and Exmouth Community College and Ro Dickman

have committed to funding the first two. They are currently being selected, and we look

forward to telling you more about the first Simba Scholars! Please contact RCP if you are

interested in learning more about the Simba Scholarships, or funding a future Scholar.
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Village clinic equipped and opened

To address the desire for healthcare as a benefit of living with carnivores, as mentioned

above, RCP worked with the UK Rotary Club and local villagers to equip a healthcare clinic in

Kitisi village, in the heart of the rural pastoralist area. This was a partnership, with the

Rotary Club providing the initial grant, the village and local government building the clinic,

and RCP coordinating the programme on the ground. We worked with Tanzanian medical

authorities to ensure we had all the equipment needed to establish a rural clinic – this

included things like examination couches, a microscope, hospital beds, foetal heart rate

monitors and much more. More than 1,500 people depend on the clinic in Kitisi village for

basic healthcare, so this will make a significant difference to many people’s lives, and will

demonstrate a very tangible benefit from the presence of large carnivores on village land.

Village and local government officials at the clinic opening ceremony in March, and villagers trying

out some of the new equipment!

Working together with collaborators

In an area as unstudied as Ruaha, it is critical that all parties work effectively together to

ensure the best and most comprehensive results. With that in mind, RCP hosted the

inaugural meeting of the Ruaha Round Table, a group of many local stakeholders, including

park authorities and representatives from lodges, other non-governmental organizations

such as the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) and Health for Animals and Livelihood

Improvement (HALI), the Kitisi village leader and other researchers in the area. Participants

described their organization’s goals so that opportunities for collaboration could be

determined. This first meeting was very productive, and we intend to have regular Round

Table meetings in the future.
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Participants of the inaugural Ruaha Round Table meeting, in front of RCP’s newly constructed office

building.

In July, Monty Kalyahe attended a Tanzania-wide meeting on conflict mitigation in Arusha,

arranged by Sarah Durant and colleagues at the Tanzania Carnivore Centre. We are excited

to collaborate with fellow researchers with similar goals throughout Tanzania, as we can all

learn from one another and help develop the most effective solutions to this pressing issue.

Monty accepted into Manchester Metropolitan University

Thanks to a Wildlife Conservation Network (WCN) Handsel Scholarship, Monty now has

funding to enable him to complete an MSc. in Conservation Biology at Manchester

Metropolitan University in the UK. Monty is using camera-trapping data to examine relative

carnivore abundance across different land-use zones, which we hope will help inform future

carnivore conservation plans for this area. Monty has worked extremely hard for this, and

the whole team is proud and would like to thank WCN for making this opportunity possible.

New option for donating

People can now donate to the project directly through the University of Oxford Online

Giving site: www.giving.ox.ac.uk/academic_departments/mpls/wildcru.html. Please give!

Every penny goes to support RCP’s research and programs that help people living in the

Ruaha landscape learn to coexist with carnivores. U.S. tax-payers can make tax-efficient

donations through Americans for Oxford at www.oxfordna.org/giving_how.htm. Remember

to designate the Ruaha Carnivore Project as the recipient of your donation. One hundred

percent of your donations, through either link, go directly to RCP.
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RESEARCHING CARNIVORE ECOLOGY

Despite the global significance of the Ruaha landscape, very little research has been

conducted to date; thus remarkably little is known about the number, distribution or

ecology of its valuable carnivore populations. We are working with a variety of stakeholders,

including Tanzanian authorities, Park lodges and tourists to collect as much reliable data as

possible on Ruaha’s carnivore populations. These data are then shared with organisations

such as TAWIRI, where we hope they will assist in the development of conservation and

management plans for carnivores in the Ruaha landscape.

Camera-trapping

Thanks to grants from SeaWorld Busch Gardens and other supporters, we have now

purchased an additional 45 camera-traps, which will greatly expand our camera-trapping

efforts from short transects to comprehensive grids across the landscape. Leandro Abade, a

Brazilian student who will shortly be starting his MSc at Oxford University, has been working

with us to design the grids, and this method will allow us to use much more robust

techniques to examine carnivore distribution, ecology and relative abundance across the

landscape. The first camera-traps are now being placed out in the grids, and we will keep

you posted on the results – photos are often posted on Facebook or on the project website,

so you don’t have to wait eagerly for the next report!

Meanwhile, in addition to the exciting confirmation of striped hyaena presence, as

mentioned above, the camera-traps have continued to provide a suite of wonderful photos,

documenting rare species presence, interesting behaviour and just amusing incidents!

A Barabaig warrior (in traditional beaded underskirt) approaches the camera-trap with some

trepidation, brandishing his spear, and a leopard is photographed (with a cub just visible on the right)
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To date, we have recorded 4252 camera-trap images, which involve 41 different wild

mammal species, including 19 carnivore species. Unsurprisingly, most images have come

from the Park (2267), followed by Wildlife Management Area land (1225) and then village

land (760). Interestingly, however, species diversity was actually highest on Wildlife

Management Area land (37 mammal species, including 18 carnivore species), followed by

the National Park (35 mammal species, including 19 carnivore species) and then village land

(34 mammal species, including 17 carnivore species). Monty Kalyahe will be examining these

data in more detail for his Masters project.

The camera-traps often seem to be of interest to passing wildlife, such as this curious elephant and

an equally intrigued baby baboon.

Carnivore sightings

To gather as much data as possible, RCP provides drivers from various Park lodges with

digital cameras and GPS units to record carnivore sightings during their daily travels. (As

incentive, if the driver does a good job for a year, the camera is his or hers to keep.) So far

we have worked mainly with Mwagusi Safari Camp (who have reported an incredible 954

sightings), Ruaha River Lodge (766 sightings) and Mdonya Old River Camp (515 sightings),

but we are now increasing our reach further across the Park. We are continuing to expand

this and are excited to have Jongomero lodge, the furthest southwest lodge), joining our

effort. Additionally, visitors to the area are asked to tell us about carnivore sightings and, if

possible, provide photos. Some of the carnivore photos we have received in the past few

months are shown below.
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Great identification photos of cheetah and spotted hyaena, submitted by Frank from Ruaha River

Lodge and Kahimba from Mdonya Old River Camp, respectively.

Photos also provide valuable data on behaviour and diet – this photo of lions killing a buffalo was

taken by Mwagusi Safari Camp’s Moses, who has been one of our most prolific photographers.

So far, we have received information on 2403 large carnivore sightings, mainly from Ruaha

National Park but also from occasional sightings outside the Park. The vast majority of

sightings were of lion (1722), followed by leopard (312), then cheetah (222), spotted hyaena

(115) and finally African wild dogs, with 32 reported sightings. Special mention goes to two

people: Mdegela from Ruaha River Lodge, who took our amazing cover shot of a leopard,

and Jonisia from Tandala Tented Camp, who only recently started taking photos for us but

has been doing a great job; as shown by her photos below, which are of ‘Grumpy’ the lion

and a lioness seen with him recently.
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If you are planning to visit Ruaha National Park or have visited it in the past, please contact

us via Facebook or by email if you would like to share your carnivore sightings with us.

Leandro Abade has been combining the camera-trapping and sightings data to build the first

predictive maps of carnivore abundance across Ruaha. This work is ongoing, but an early

draft of the lion map is shown below, with predicted hotspots for lion presence shown in

brighter yellow and red. At present, our sightings are heavily biased toward areas commonly

visited by tourists, but the new camera-trapping grids – which extend far beyond these

areas – will provide valuable data on carnivore presence across a much wider landscape.
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REDUCING HUMAN-CARNIVORE CONFLICT

The intense conflict between humans and large carnivores around the Park is caused mainly

by attacks on livestock, a lack of tangible benefits from carnivore presence, and poor

knowledge of kill identification or best-practice livestock protection. To address these

issues, RCP employs three main strategies: (i) reducing the costs of carnivore presence; (ii)

improving benefits associated with carnivores; and (iii) providing education and outreach.

Reducing the costs of carnivore presence

To reduce the cost of carnivore presence, attacks on livestock must be reduced. Most

villagers overnight their livestock in thornbush enclosures called bomas, and many carnivore

attacks occur within these. RCP is working with villagers to reinforce their bomas, using

chain-link fence and tall posts made of, when available, living trees that will fill out over

time and become truly impenetrable. This is a partnership - the livestock owner pays half

the cost and shares the labour with RCP, who brings in the necessary materials and

expertise. We now have begun constructing these bomas in Barabaig households, which is

very promising as although they experience high conflict with carnivores, they had

previously been reluctant to try this new approach. So far, this method has been extremely

successful, with no attacks in the fortified enclosures.

The team and villagers helping to construct a fortified boma.

While the fortified bomas are very effective at reducing losses in the enclosures, it is much

harder to protect livestock while they are grazing in the bush. One possibility is to bring in

specialised livestock guarding dogs, which bond with their livestock and live with them at all
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times. They are large, loud, aggressive animals whose very presence can be a deterrent to

predators. Thanks to a grant from the Taronga Conservation Society of Australia, we will

soon be placing some livestock guarding dogs with local herds, and supporting the villagers

with their food and care. We are hoping to import puppies from the Cheetah Conservation

Fund in Namibia, who has had great success with Anatolian Shepherd livestock guarding

dogs. This will be the first trial of these dogs in the Ruaha area, and it will help guide our

future conflict mitigation efforts.

Specialised livestock guarding dogs (above) are much larger and louder than the dogs typically found

in the Ruaha area (below). They also are extremely protective of the livestock with which they are

raised and will defend those livestock to the death if necessary.
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Together, these activities will help reduce carnivore attacks upon villagers’ livestock. This

will have important economic benefits for local livestock-keepers and will also have a

valuable conservation impact by reducing retaliatory killing, which can have devastating

effects on carnivores and other wildlife.

Retaliatory killing, especially poisoning, affects a wide range of species – not only large carnivores

such as lions, but also vultures and many other scavenging species.

Providing benefits linked to carnivore presence

Preventing livestock loss is only part of the battle. For villagers to stop killing carnivores,

they must derive a benefit from their presence. However, unlike the Serengeti National

Park, which has approximately 150,000 visitors a year, Ruaha National park has few visitors,

who usually fly directly into the park and rarely leave its borders. Thus, villagers see very

little benefit from the Park or the animals that live in and around it. As mentioned above the

most-desired benefits were education, healthcare and veterinary supplies.

To address educational needs, RCP implemented the Kids 4 Cats school twinning scheme,

which pairs schools in more developed countries such as the United Kingdom and the

United States with schools in the villages around Ruaha, with the goal of raising money to

buy much-needed supplies. In addition to the four existing sets of twinned schools, we have

just learned that Longney Church of England Primary School in Gloucestershire, England, will

be joining the Kids 4 Cats programme – welcome, Longney! Watch for our announcement

soon of the village school that will be paired with Longney.
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There are still at least 18 local schools that would love to have an international ‘sister

school’ through Kids 4 Cats, so if you know of a school that would like to become a sister

school, please contact us via our Facebook page or email amy.dickman@zoo.ox.ac.uk.

As mentioned above, we will be awarding our first Simba Scholarships in this next school

year to children from poor pastoralist families – those who traditionally suffer the most

from carnivore presence yet receive the fewest benefits – for a full secondary school

education. Because pastoralists live in the most outlying areas of a community, move

around and often have few financial resources, their children either don’t attend school at

all or only attend primary school, which is free in Tanzania. Our ultimate goal is to provide

one secondary school scholarship for each of the 22 villages in the area and the workers’

village inside the park, so if you are interested in helping a child receive an education as a

benefit of coexisting with carnivores, please contact us.

Children in a lesson at one of the local schools, and some of the books provided to local schools

through the Kids 4 Cats programme.

It was unsurprising that veterinary medicines were another highly-desired benefit, as

disease is the most important cause of stock loss – our surveys showed that an average of

9% of the herd is lost to disease, compared to 1.3% lost to predation. If villagers lose fewer

livestock to disease, they are likely to be more secure and better able to tolerate the

occasional loss due to predators. Thanks to a grant from the BBC Wildlife Fund, we will be

launching a pilot project that provides access to partially subsidised veterinary medicines.

The demand for these medicines will be high, so we intend to provide them preferentially to

people who have invested in improving their bomas. We hope this will provide more

incentive for boma improvements, which is the most effective means of preventing

predation. The medicines will be another direct, tangible benefit to local people from the

presence of the project – and therefore carnivores – on village land, and these benefits are

highlighted and discussed during community meetings.
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Outreach and education

A lack of knowledge about carnivore ecology, conservation and accurate kill identification is

an important issue around Ruaha. People are largely unaware that species such as lions are

threatened, that Ruaha is such a vital area for their long-term conservation, or that the

presence of such species can bring significant economic revenue to the local area. They are

also often hostile towards the Park and its wildlife, as they are unsure of its role and

whether it provides any community benefits. Lastly, there is often confusion about the

causes of livestock loss - for example, livestock that died of illness and were scavenged are

often incorrectly attributed to predation, leading to unwarranted retaliatory killing.

Improving local knowledge of these issues is a very important part of RCP’s work.

We use a variety of tools to fill in these knowledge gaps, including DVD shows. DVDs about

wildlife conservation are shown at village centres, schools and sub-villages throughout the

area and tend to attract large crowds. This offers RCP staff an opportunity to talk about

wildlife, carnivores, and RCP’s programmes. To date, almost 8000 villagers (more than 2000

men, approximately 1600 women and over 4300 children) have attended DVD shows. The

villagers hugely enjoy the nature programmes, but they are all narrated in English. We are in

contact with both the BBC and National Geographic about producing Swahili versions of

some big cat-related DVDs, which we think will really increase their value in the areas where

an understanding of big cat conservation is most needed.

Villagers watch an RCP DVD about wildlife conservation.
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Trips into the Park also provide an opportunity for villagers – the vast majority of whom

have never been inside the Park despite living just outside its borders – to see wildlife in

non-threatening circumstances, and improve their understanding of both the Park and

wildlife. Thanks to a grant from the Angel Fund at the Cincinnati Zoo, RCP so far has taken

160 people (68 men, 54 women, 19 boys and 19 girls) on educational Park visits. Even

though many of the people are not used to riding in vehicles and thus get very carsick, they

greatly enjoy seeing wildlife and learning about conservation and the role of the Park. We

have a long waiting list for future trips, and they have already proved very valuable - 100%

of Park trip participants said the visit made them more positive towards the Ruaha

Carnivore Project, 99% said the visit improved their attitude towards the Park, and 76% said

the trip made them feel more positively about potentially dangerous animals such as lions.

One of the highlights of any trip into

the Park is seeing the planes land at

the Park airstrip. On one recent trip,

these Maasai women were lucky

enough to get to check out the inside

of Coastal Aviation’s new plane!

In the photo below, our community

liaison officer Msago points out

crocodiles and hippos in the Great

Ruaha River.
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LOOKING FORWARD

In October, Amy will be coming to the United States for approximately three weeks. She will

be attending the WCN’s Wildlife Conservation Expo in San Francisco on October 13th, then

visiting the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo from October 16th- 18th , and then travelling on to

Raleigh, Washington DC, Chicago, Cincinnati and possibly Atlanta. Please let us know if you

would be interested in arranging an event for RCP (either in these locations or elsewhere) or

coming along to the talks or meetings.

The next six months will be intense, with the expansion of our programmes, Msafiri in

England and Monty working on his Master’s degree. In addition to continuing our usual

programs, we hope to achieve the following goals before the end of 2012:

 Start work with the first Lion Guardians around Ruaha;

 Achieve at least two more school partnerships under Kids 4 Cats;

 Place the first livestock guarding puppies in Kitisi village;

 Expand our boma reinforcement efforts to the Pawaga division, to the north-east of
where we have focused our efforts thus far;

 Award the first two Simba Scholarships for pastoralist children;

 Establish educational training workshops on kill identification and predator ecology
with herders and livestock keepers;

 Trial the first use of subsidised veterinary medicines as a local benefit from carnivore
presence;

 Publish the first scientific paper on the intensity and drivers of human-carnivore
conflict in the Ruaha ecosystem.

We are grateful to everyone who has supported and helped us, and thanks for your interest

in the Ruaha Carnivore Project. Another update will be produced in early 2013, and until

then we will update the project website and Facebook page as much as possible. For more

information about RCP, please contact Amy Dickman on amy.dickman@zoo.ox.ac.uk.
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